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S+ART – the Science, Technology and Art Trust of New Zealand

Through its programmes and activities, S+ART:

• provides opportunities for artists – emerging and established, young and old - to 
explore different avenues by drawing on scientific and technological disciplines;

• enables scientists and technicians to work collaboratively with the artistic commu-
nity to unleash creative thinking in innovative ways; and

• provides additional learning and creative opportunities for young people and the 
wider community. 

Globally, science-art collaborations have increased over the past 
decade. These collaborations give practitioners across disciplines 
opportunities to work together, think imaginatively and problem 
solve in creative ways. They also provide opportunities for youth 
to learn in innovative ways; for the public to debate issues of local, 
national and international importance; and for the nurturing of a 
rich and diverse community. These alliances help to build cities 
where talent wants to live.
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http://www.pinterest.com/sartnz/

http://www.iflscience.com

https://biocreativity.wordpress.com

http://listverse.com/2014/04/22/10-bizarre-scientific-art-pro-
jects/

http://www.pinterest.com/shannonishii/science-art-experiments/

http://www.sciartcenter.org

http://www.artandsciencejournal.com
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s+art exhibition - grant winners Shane and Ngaire exhibit their 
project
where - te manawa
when - xx july 2015

s+art exhibition - collaboration
where - square edge
when - xx october 2015

roll over for more information
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scientist list
roll over name to show bio 

click name to email

dr helen fitzsimons
palmerston north

dr jenny rock
dunedin

etc
auckland 

etc
wellington 

etc
dunedin

so on

bio

i am a lecturer in Genetics at 
Massey University...
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artist list
roll over name to show bio 

click name to email

rachel hoskin
palmerston north

shane cox
palmerston north

etc
auckland 

etc
wellington 

etc
dunedin

so on

bio

i am a graphic designer and 
educator with a passion for 
typography. science and art 
projects i have been involved 
with are moss graffiti collab-
oration with UCOL and 
Massey. my part was to 
establish the design plus help 
with the mixture and painting 
it onto the wall.

 photo to come.
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monthly international 
cool stuff post

Microbe Portraits Capture The Gorgeous 
Interaction Of Photography And Bacteria

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/09/25/se-
ung-hwan-oh_n_5877124.html?ncid=fcbklnkushpmg00000063

South Korea-based artist Seung-Hwan Oh doesn't just develop his photo-
graphs. He subjects them to the strange, sometimes violent whims of 
microbes. The distorted, psychedelic images that come from this meeting of 
bacteria and portraiture look like this:

"The visual result of the symbiosis between film matter and organic matter is the 
conceptual origin of this body of work," the artist writes on his site. So how does this 
"symbiosis" result in the dramatic erosion of color and form seen above? Seung-Hwan 
Oh immerses developed film in water, adding various unnamed microbes to the liquid 
that consume the light-sensitive chemicals present on the photos over the course of a 
few months to a few years. The silver halides "destabilize," as do the bodies, faces and 
lines once present in the imagery.
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facebook  www.facebook.com/ScienceTechnologyArtNZ

email   S+ART@orcon.net.nz

webform

 name

 email

 message


